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Hashtags, make it easier for
social media platforms to
categorize your posts making
them more visible in on-site
searches.

So if you add #MuslimConsumers on
an Instagram post, your post will
appear to Instagram users following
Muslim-consumer-related posts.
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Here are some basics you
need to know when using
hashtags to engage with
Muslim audiences on social
media:
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Hashtags are all one word
with no spaces. So it’s
#AdvertisingToMuslims
and not #Advertising to
Muslims

Hashtags should be used
in moderation for best
results. Familiarize
yourself with platform-
specific guidelines. Using
too many hashtags is
jarring to the point of
being unreadable

Keep your hashtags short
and sweet. This is a
hashtag that’s easy to
comprehend:
“#MarkettoMuslims”; this
one isn’t:
#MarketToMuslimsFromAll
OverTheWorld”
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Don’t use any characters
such as apostrophes, as
part of your hashtag. If
you hashtag
#AMuslim’sChoice for
example, the social media
platform will only hashtag
#AMuslim

If you want your hashtags
to be more readable,
capitalize the first letter
of each word. This is
especially important with
longer hashtags. 
As you can see,
#MuslimMarketingPrinciples
is easier on the eye than
#Muslimmarketingprinciples
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Keep a balance between
overly generic and way
too specific. For example,
#finance will get lost in a
sea of other posts –
including those that talk
about interest, which is
forbidden in Islam. But
#IslamicMortgages is a
specific type of Islamic
Finance product that
caters to Muslim
audiences looking to buy a
house

Make sure your accounts
are public. If not, the
hashtagged post you
write won’t be seen by any
non-followers



Why Use
Hashtags

for Your
Muslim Brand

Build Brand Awareness
with Branded Hashtags

Stand for Something –
Support Social Issues

Contextualize Your Social
Media Posts

Increase Engagement
with Your Followers



www.muslimadnetwork.com/blog-posts

Visit our blog

The latest market trends

The most engaging
content

The best advertising tips


